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In the early 1950s, Donald O. Clifton was studying and teaching psychology at 
the University of Lincoln-Nebraska when he decided to build a thesis around the 
question, “What would happen if we studied what is right with people?” When he 
struggled to find texts or experts that supported this notion, he began to design 
his own selection study of human talents that he defined as, “naturally recurring 
patterns of thought, feeling or behavior that can be productively applied” 
(Hodges & Clifton, 2004). Clifton hypothesized that strengths, or “maximized 
talents,” could be created by refining an individual’s most dominant talents with 
practice that leveraged relevant knowledge and skills.

Gallup, then widely-known as a national public polling agency, became 
interested in Clifton’s work and formed a team of scientists to be led by Clifton 
through nearly 50 years of research that focused on the positive instead of 
negative. From this work, the Clifton StrengthsFinder online assessment 
emerged in 1998, rooted in the philosophy that individuals can expect to gain far 
more when they expend effort on developing their greatest talents into strengths, 
than when they spend a comparable amount of effort to simply manage their 
weaknesses (Clifton & Harter, 2003).

The Clifton StrengthsFinder assessment seeks to identify areas of a person’s 
greatest potential for success rather than failure. The assessment is grounded in 
research that studied a wide variety of talent functions in business and 
education, as well as criterion-related validity studies to develop 180 item-pairs 
to establish contrasting continuums (such as “I read instructions carefully” or “I 
like to jump right into things”). Participants are given 20 seconds to place 
themselves on each continuum before the assessment moves onto the next 
item-pair.  The pace of the test is intended to keep responses reactionary and 
genuine. With this information, the assessment then rank orders a list of 34 talent 
themes and provides participants with their top five themes as well as related 
action items for talent development.

StrengthsFinder contains 278,256 possible unique top-five combinations, and an 
examination of theme-score intercorrelations indicates an absence of 
redundancy – making each of the 34 themes unique in the information they 
provide.

To date, more than 15 million people have discovered their strengths through 
StrengthsFinder. From these results, trends have started to emerge that suggest 
some talent themes occur together more commonly. For instance, Learner and 
Input often pair together as people with these talents tend to be energized by 
new information. Individualization and Consistency tend not to show up together, 
however, because they describe different ways of operating with people.

Gallup research has also unearthed just which talent themes are most frequently 
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and infrequently shared between assessment takers. As of October 2016, the 
five most common strengths amongst StrengthsFinder respondents are:

Achiever (31.4%): This talent is driven by accomplishments.
Responsibility (28.2%): This talent honors and values commitment.
Learner (28.0%): This talent seeks and applies new knowledge.
Relator (27.3%): This talent forms and keeps deep, lasting bonds.
Strategic (22.2%): This talent maps out all possible routes and acts on the best.

According to that same research, the five least common strengths are:

Context (8.7%): This talent identifies historical patterns and lessons.
Discipline (7.1%): This talent brings order and structure.
Significance (6.2%): This talent makes exceptional impacts.
Self-Assurance (4.7%): This talent has powerful instincts.
Command (4.6%): This talent takes charge in uncomfortable situations.

STRENGTHS 
STRUCTURE

Strengths philosophy pushes back against some longheld beliefs about how to 
cultivate success; namely by working on your weaknesses to become a 
well-rounded person. Instead, it asks people to be more intentional about how 
they go about filling the gaps that weaknesses create. If it is a weakness 
because of a gap in skill, such as using Revitt or detailing elevations, you can 
receive training. If you are struggling because of a gap in knowledge, such as 
trends in modern design, you can gain education. However, if you find the 
weakness is stemming from a gap in talent (an innate way of behaving, feeling or 
thinking), then it is wasteful to expect significant change in this area.

When people encounter a weakness because of a lack of natural ability, it is not 
uncommon for reactions to circle around adages that say “you’ll succeed if you 
work, dream or persist enough.” But what this really does is encourage the 
person struggling to actively disengage from the challenge – which can stall or 
set back a team’s collective progress. Instead, strengths philosophy provides 
three productive strategies for filling a gap in talent: you can redefine the task to 
fit your innate talents; you can find a complementary partner whose talents can 
cover blind spots; or you can create a well-rounded team that practically applies 
a wide variety of talents.

To build a well-rounded team, it’s helpful to take a step back from analyzing 
individual talent themes and study how they collectively operate. According to 
Gallup research, there are four domains of strength that the 34 talents naturally 
aggregate to. 
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Each domain contributes general attributes that prove useful in helping 
cultivate strong and cohesive teams:

Talents in the Executing domain help teams take action and get things done.

Achiever, Arranger, Belief, Consistency, Deliberative, Focus, Responsibility, Restorative

Talents in the Influencing domain help teams generate buy-in externally and internally.

Activator, Command, Communication, Competition, Maximizer, Self-Assurance, Significance, 

Woo

Talents in the Relationship Building domain help teams stay engaged and motivated.

Adaptability, Connectedness, Developer, Empathy, Harmony, Includer, Individualization, 

Positivity, Relator

Talents in the Strategic Thinking domain help teams make better decisions and plans.

Context, Futuristic, Ideation, Input, Intellection, Learner, Strategic

It is important to note that neither StrengthsFinder research or strengths 
philosophy suggest that a presence of talents from each domain is crucial 
for individual success – nor is it necessary for teams to have an equal 
distribution of domain preference. Teams that do possess some 
combination of talent themes from each strength domain, however, may be 
more adept at seeing the bigger picture when it comes to accomplishing 
goals.

STRENGTHS 
TRENDS IN 
ARCHITECTURE

Charrette Venture Group has administered the StrengthsFinder test to over 
100 architects in the United States identifying each of their top five 
strengths.  The results were recorded in a single spreadsheet with each 
strength given a point value based on its significance.  For example, a 
person’s top strength received five points; their second strength received 
four points, and so on.  All 34 strengths were organized in their respective 
domains.  Here are the results of the scoring:
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Among the four domains, architects present an overwhelming majority of 
their talents in “Relationship Building” and “Strategic Thinking.”  “Executing” 
is not far behind.  Perhaps most interesting is less than 7% of the total score 
falls in the “Influencing Others” domain.  This finding is consistent with 
Charrette Venture Group’s work with firms throughout the country as they 
struggle with subjects like business development and marketing.  The 
finding re-emphasizes the industry’s challenge with convincing the 
marketplace of the “value of design” and truly selling their services.
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